
 

GARY BARWIN 
1964 — 

 
              Gary Barwin was born on February 10: 1964: At Belfast Northern Ireland: In the Royal Victorial Hospital: 
              Gary Barwin’s favorite activity as a child was playing music: Gary Barwin’s first job was compiling data for 
              psychiatic research: Gary Barwin’s mother was born in Johannesburg: South Africa: Gary Barwin’s father was 
              born in Benoni: South Africa: As a child Gary Barwin lived in Edenvale Park: Dunmurry: Northern Ireland: As 
              a child Gary Barwin loved story telling: Now: Gary Barwin lives in Hamilton: Ontario: Canada: As an adult 
              Gary Barwin loves writing: Gary Barwin’s favorite animal is the Marmoset: Gary Barwin’s favorite idea is that 
              we can know things by not understanding them: Gary Barwin’s favorite object is rock: Gary Barwin earns his 
              living as a music teacher at Hillfield Strathallan College: Hamilton: Ontario: The aim of he art of Gary Barwin 
              is exploration: Wonder: Mystery: insight: Communication: The aim of he life of Gary Barwin is exploration: 
              Wonder: Mystery: Insight: Communication: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another distant 
              silent song of the musical telepath on the wide open harmonious and disharmonious tele path psychic 
              ability or power to see objects and visions or to gain information regardless of its distance. The visions 
              may be sung  in the future some times sing in the past telepathy spiritualism psychic research 
              second sight  sing prophetic visions sing dreams  sing tele is distant sing pathe occurrence too 
              Gary Barwin sings Gary Barwin will sing Gary Barwin has sing Gary Barwin is singing too: 
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www.garybarwin.com 
 
 

www.serifofnottingham.blogspot.com 
 
 

Escargot post: 180 Dufferin St. Hamilton ON Canada L8S 3N7 
Pharyngeal access: 905-525-7545 

Flea mail: himself@garybarwin.com 
telepathy: 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_Marmoset 
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